
MBC Committee Meeting 12th October 2016 

 

Meeting started at about 8.00 pm. 

 

Attendees: Neil Richardson, Bill Raspin (Chaired), Mike Gardiner, Paul Thorpe, Ben Pugh (Minutes), 

Ted Bates, Mike Gardiner, John Moon, Ian Knight, Gabby Rodriguez 

Special Guests: Rachel Pugh, Christiana Hoad 

Apologies: Moe Sbihi, Richard Steed, Adam Heayberd 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Previous Minutes: TB thought he had been misquoted on a number of items from the last meeting 

particularly around hall hire and bar. He had re-written these and sent to RS.  

Proposed: IK    Seconded: NU  

Minutes passed subject to TB’s amendments.  

Action Items from previous meeting: George Booker needs to be disposed of.  

Special Items:  

1.1 Luke Moon LM had not been proposed for Vice Captain at the SGM so had not been voted on by 

the club. He had wished to continue on as VC and member of the committee.  

 

Vote for VC carried 

Vote for committee carried 

 

1.2 Scout Hut IK said that he had already had a meeting a few months ago and voiced his concerns. 

He said that he had pointed out that the proposed pontoons should be located nearer the 

current slipway in Hurst Park.  

PT had concerns that our hosted clubs could potentially boat from the new facility losing the 

club revenue.  

BR read a letter composed by Magnus (Club Safety Advisor)  

It was agreed that the letter should be based around the safety aspects and the slipway. The 

club would not be worried about the building and this would be left to the Hurst Park residents 

to object to.  

 

1.3 Bar RP said that all functions are organised by TB, RP and CH. The club relies on CH and RP to 

clear up before many of the functions but they are not in the position to continue to do this. The 

cleaners come in the morning but after members have been at the club during the day the club 

often needs to be cleaned again.  

Only TB, Britt and Pat can manage functions due to RP and CH now having children.  

Numerous requests for bar staff have gone out with no replies. Usually there would be some 

responses from squad members but they are no longer interested. This has resulted in TB and 

CH having to step in. BR asked how much the club pays the bar staff? TB replied that they are 

paid £7/hr after tax plus and additional £10 after midnight if they clean up.  



RP pointed out that all members of Surbiton Hockey Club must volunteer for a shift on the bar 

for a function. RP also pointed out that most of the business is from word of mouth and recently 

we have had to cancel events, as we cannot staff.  

NR asked what do event managers do? RP replied that they answer any questions that clients 

have. Meet them on the day and allow them to gain access and must be on-call for the event.  

PT asked how many bookings are coming up? RP replied that it was quiet through Oct, Nov and 

Dec only weekends. March onwards is very busy.  

BR presented a proposal from Patrice. Belief is that bar could raise £15K and hall hire £16K with 

start up costs of £9K. PB would take care of daytime bookings. BP pointed out this is not going to 

help the current situation with weekend functions. RP thanked TB for his help with the 

functions.  

BR asked what they required? RP replied that they needed event managers (5) and bar staff (7-

10) PT suggested that the main hall is closed off prior to events.  

Actions – TB to look at agency staff and local pub staff.  

 

 

Treasurer: MG said he had three main points to raise.  

1/ Club Structure: MG is to look at charity Vs CAS. NU asked what he would advise? MG replied 

that we should set up as a company and with legal advice. All contracts to be shifted to it but a 

lot of work is required. BR asked what skills are required? MG replied that financial and legal 

experience is required. IK is to speak to Junior parents.  

2/ Budget: MG said not to expect to have ISPS. There is also the loss of Skipton although we have 

gained Wimbledon. A breakeven budget presented.  IK asked how much income do we get from 

membership? MG replied £130K, Molesey members £90K NR said he hopes for an increase and 

is hopeful for £17K from racking. BR said we should also get £10K from the tank.  

MG said that he realised that we cannot continue without a budget for equipment as this means 

that current equipment is run into the ground.  

3/ Cash Rich: MG said that we would make it through cash rich. PT asked whether a budget will 

be available in January? MG said yes.  

BR asked about preparation of accounts for AGM. MG replied that now is the time that bills 

come in. Accounts should be available for the committee in December.  

 

Membership: NR said that revenue is up. There has been a purge of boats that are racked and 

cannot be connected to members. He is also nearly at the bottom of the bad debtors. One junior 

owes a lot but has gone missing. Negotiations with the ‘leg-ends’ and they will be invoiced.  

 

Critical Dates: British Rowing Review 

 

Bar: TB said that bar revenue was up £5K but £150 had gone missing.  

GR said that it was often due to put the wrong drinks through by mistake. NR asked whether it 

would be possible to have a second till, as it often gets busy? TB is to look into it.  

 

Rowing: PT said that we need to know what is happening to the Scott Rennie eight. PT said it 

was not worth getting it repaired and keeping it as the top eight. He said it makes more sense to 

buy a new one with the insurance money and have Scott Rennie repaired by Hudson. PT to ask 

RS to hold fire on insurance.  

PT said he had met with Surrey Uni and they would like to have more of a partnership with MBC. 

PT suggested we should allow them to use the tank as a sign of the clubs appreciation for use of 



their rowers and equipment. It was agreed that they would be allowed an hour after the juniors 

have used the tank.  

BR said that he spoken to rack manufacturer and 2 x sculling racks are being galvanised.  

 

Sponsorship: BR said that Skipton would be invoiced for £2500 at end Feb and £5000 had been 

paid last year.  

BR is still trying to get hold of ISPS 

BR informed the committee that the Corporate Dinner had raised £10K. PT gave his thanks to 

BR. 

BP asked how we were getting along with finding a new sponsor. BR said he had not had the 

time.  

 

Rowing Centre: BR said he was behind schedule due to dealing with other issues for the past 

month. BR will walk round with the neighbours during the next acoustic test. The coaches office 

is to be finished.  

BR asked that the gym be kept tidy. Need to remember that its not just Molesey’s gym but used 

by schools and Unis.  

 

Premises: BR said that they were going to replace the floor and wall tiles in women’s changing 

room at a cost of £1300. The changing room would be closed for two weeks from 1st November. 

IK is getting a quote for the boat bay doors.  

 

Communications: Life members are still not receiving the email bulletin.  

 

Social: NU said that the reunion BBQ went well with 70 attending. Some people do not receive 

the emails so didn’t know about it.  

It was agreed that the President’s lunch would be postponed to the New Year.  

BR said that the marquee and DJ had been booked. GR said that Nathalie knew a DJ that could 

do it for free. The junior parents are organising the silent auction.  

Action Item – PT to invite schools and unis.  

 

150th – Wednesday 9th November 100 year talk. Martin Cross and Phil to be speaking.  

  

Remembrance Sunday – TB said there was no attachment to church since the Vicar retired. The 

buglers were going to attend. TB asked whether it was still appropriate have the event. It was 

agreed that we should try.  

 

Safety: IK reminded everyone about the night rowing rules. 

 

Welfare: None 

 

AOB: A vote of thanks was made to JP for his help with the corporate events.  

 

NU said that the photographs from Henley 2014/15 are ready to be hung. 

 

GR raised the question of whether there could be a membership for out of hours gym use. NR 

said that they could have an explore membership for £360 which works out at £30/month  

 



 

 The meeting finished at about 10 pm. 


